ITALIAN UNIFICATION
WHO WAS CAVOUR?

- The Prime Minister of Sardinia
WHAT PARTS OF ITALY DID AUSTRIA CONTROL?

• The northern territories of Venetia and Lombardy
HOW DID CAVOUR OBTAIN THE STATE OF LOMBARDY?

- Provoked Austria into war
- Won Lombardy as a result of help with France
HOW DID CAVOUR INCORPORATE THE MIDDLE STATES?

• He was able to convince the middle states to join unification movement.
WHO WAS GIUSEPPE GARIBALDI?

• A military leader who would lead the Southern unification of Italy
WHO WERE THE RED SHIRTS AND WHAT DID THEY DO?

• A volunteer army

• They fought successfully to liberate Sicily and Naples.
WHAT DID CAVOUR HAVE TO CONVINCE GARIBALDI TO DO?

• To join his unification movement

• Cavour wanted a monarchy and Garibaldi wanted a republic
HOW DID CAVOUR OBTAIN VENETIA?

• Italy became allies with Prussia against Austria.

• Italy received Venetia as a reward for their loyalty.
HOW DID ITALY FIT THE FINAL PIECE (ROME) INTO ITS PUZZLE?

• France was losing a war against Prussia. They called the troops out of Rome and the Italians moved in: 1870
HOW DID GERMAN UNIFICATION IMPACT ITALIAN UNIFICATION?

• Prussia did much of the fighting.
• Last two territories came as a result of German wars.
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